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Abstract— Mobility nature of the mobile nodes has the most obvious problem, call drop. A handoff methodology should ensure drop rate reduction for the proper functioning of the network. Call drop may occur mainly because of the loss of signal strength when the mobile node moves away from the coverage of the base station and bandwidth starvation because of the congestion. Congestion can be handled by reducing the load by call drop or balancing the load by distributing to the nearby channel where the bandwidth is sufficient. Even if the call drop is reduced by changing the ongoing call from current channel to the next available channel, when the QoS requirement of the current traffic is not satisfied by the target channel because of the bandwidth starvation, again the ongoing call needs to be changed into another channel, which is frequent switching between the base stations (ping-pong effect), is also important to reduce to avoid the unnecessary wastage of resources. This paper concentrates on successful handoff decision; reduce unnecessary handoff and proper utilization of resources by implementing load balancing.
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1. Introduction

Unimaginable development in the field of wireless network and mobile communication technology offers various advanced features and services for communication. People use the technology in their day to day life for personal communication, business communication and military communication, etc. To magnetize more and more number of users to make use of those features successfully, seamless and continuous connection should be provided at anytime and anywhere with best Quality of Service. Recent advancement in the mobile communication technology supports the Mobile Stations (MSs) to have multiple interfaces and to access the different types of cellular networks like Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM), General Packet Radio Services (GPRS), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Bluetooth based Personal Area Network (PAN), IEEE 802.11 (WiFi), IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX), Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET), and Satellite networks. Each network has been developed for specific purposes with different features. Integration of these various networks leads to the development of Heterogeneous Wireless Networks, which has different access technologies, overlapping and coverage, and network architecture, protocols for transport, routing and mobility management.

Mobile Communication system consists of mobile devices, base station and a switching center. Each mobile communicate via base stations. Radio frequency spectrums are used to do communication between the mobile devices. Because of the limited spectrum frequency only limited numbers of calls could be accommodated. Hence, the available spectrum should be utilized in an efficient manner via channel reusability. Once a call is in progress, the switching center adjusts the transmitted power and changes the signal of the mobile device and base station to maintain call quality as the mobile device moves in and out of the range of a given base station.

Further, maintaining the Quality of Service is also one of the most important requirements of the mobile communication in heterogeneous networks. Appropriate signal selection proves to be the major issue in handoff due to the availability of a large number of signals requesting for the same signal. The inappropriate allocation might either make the allocation unnecessary, due to the unavailability of the requested quality, or might lead to starvation of other signals, if the allocation is over qualified for the request. The handoff decision making algorithms that are proposed in this research should be able to satisfy all the requirements during signal selection.

While switching from one to another network, it is essential to maintain load balancing among various attachment points. Load balancing is a prime matter of concern to make use of available resources efficiently among single networks as well as different technologies in heterogeneous wireless networks. Therefore, handoff is one of the most important tasks in order to maintain the continuity during a call in progress. And its failure will cause an increase in the call dropping rate and also call blocking rate. The importance of dynamic resource utilization among heterogeneous wireless networks is on the increase day by day. Moreover, it is observed that various methods are used to reduce the ping-pong handoff, which unnecessarily occurs between different
services with a rapid back-and-forth frequency when there is an inefficient or insufficient resource allocation. Ping-pong handoffs are notorious for increasing the signaling load, and so various approaches are proposed to avoid these handoffs. Some of the successful approaches include dwelling timer method, hysteresis margin method, methods applying the average rectangular window on RSS values, and application of the least square line (LSL) on RSS values. Based upon this information, a position based vertical handoff algorithm is proposed [1]. Thus, load balancing between wireless networks is of prime importance. For the purpose of proper resource utilization, and extension of system capacity, as well as for providing the clients with improved quality service, load balancing is a significant step [2]. In various researches [7-11], it is indicated that load balancing is a needful step for improving overall system performance, avoiding network congestion and increasing its capacity to provide best quality of service and accommodate more call request. This paper provides introduction about basic heterogeneous network and the need for handoff and load balancing. Section II discuss about related work exists on handoff and load balancing techniques. Section III depicts the problem statement and Section IV explains about the TSLBVHO algorithm. Section V provides the performance analysis of TSLBVHO and Section VI concludes the work.

II. Related work

Several research works have been proposed for vertical handoff decision and for best signal selection among heterogeneous networks. Some of them are discussed here. Traffic sensitive vertical handoff algorithm [22] considers different types of traffic with QoS and selects the best channel among the various network technologies. QoS aware traffic sensitive handoff reduction algorithm [23] deals to reduce handoff decision time, number of handoffs and maintains the quality using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Statistical Analysis was proposed in [24] to find the quality of the various networks (WiFi, WiMAX, WCDMA) by applying multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) to select appropriate channel to handoff with best QoS. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based MCDM [25] was proposed by considering the pheromone concentration τ and the evaporation rate ρ for efficient signal selection. Enhanced handoff with hybrid parallelized ant colony search [26] deals with variants of ACO and proves that hybrid parallelized approach reduces the handoff decision time and selects best quality signal. All of these algorithms doesn’t consider congestion and load balancing as a prime factor for network selection.

Some of the following works is highlighted due to their significant impact in the research direction by considering load distribution. A load control algorithm has been presented in [3]. Which periodically adjust the threshold among neighbouring networks according to the load condition, though it does not indicate how the clients are to be assigned in heterogeneous networks? Previously, a lot of algorithms have been used for performing vertical handoff. M-OPTF algorithm considers the parameters like RSS, load, velocity of the mobile node, to scrutinize the performance of vertical handoff algorithm[4]. M-OPTF algorithm concentrates on distribution of the load equally among all the attachment points. To fully exploit the capacity of the wireless channel, and to overcome ping-pong effect, an efficient power estimation method is required [5,6]. The ping-pong effect occurs if factors for VHO decision are changing rapidly and an MT performs the handoff as soon as it detects a more suitable BS. Because of heterogeneity, PHY and MAC layer of different IHWN are different, so a unified approach must be taken into consideration for collection of specific measures from different networks. As a result, more sophisticated VHO algorithm is required to extend the throughput of multilayer network and to increase efficiency of resource management for next generation of HWNs. Utilizing an accurate joint velocity and ARP estimation algorithms, a novel VHO algorithm is proposed which can effectively be used for load balancing and internetwork ping-pong effect reduction in HWNs in [12]. In a homogenous environment, the ping-pong effect is a phenomenon that rapidly repeats HHOs between two BSs and can be mitigated by means of dwell timer (DT) or hysteresis margin [13]. In a heterogeneous environment, the ping-pong effect occurs if factors for the VHO decision are changing rapidly and an MT performs handoff as soon as the MT detects the better BS [14]. Early works on VHO considered multitier homogeneous networks and used the RSS as the main factor of the hand-off decision-making process [15]. However, the VHO needs to be triggered considering a few more factors [16]. In [17], a VHO algorithm is proposed based on a assumption that a data call is kept in the higher bandwidth network as long as possible and voice calls are vertically handed over as soon as possible to avoid handoff delay. In [18], a network selection strategy that only considers mobile users’ power consumption is introduced. To maximize the battery life, the mobile user selects the uplink or downlink that has the lowest power consumption from all of the available networks. In [19], a policy-enabled network selection strategy is proposed, which combines several factors such as bandwidth provision, price, and power consumption. By setting different weights over different factors based on the user’s preference, a mobile user can connect to the most desired network.
III. Problem statement

Network load is to be considered during effective handoff. It is important to balance the network load to avoid deterioration in quality of services. Variations in the traffic loads among cells will reduce the traffic-carrying capacity. To provide a high quality communication service for mobile subscribers and to enhance a high traffic-carrying capacity when there are variations in traffic, network load must be paid attention. A model is developed that analyzes the case in which a vehicle is kept at different positions of a highway, and the network ranking optimizes the “best” network in multiple constraint environments [15]. This evaluation technique requires knowledge of vehicular speed, RSS, type of application (bandwidth requirements), network traffic load, usage cost of service and initial delay for connection establishment. The proposed methodology avoids unnecessary handovers and hence encounters “ping-pong effect”.

In the previous work Congestion Based Vertical Handoff Decision Using TSCBVHO Algorithm [20], it is mentioned that, as the mobile nodes initiate more applications, the network may have limited resources that would not allow it to provide the same quality of services. If signal strength of the next channel is strong enough, more numbers of ongoing calls switched over towards the same channel. Hence more resources are utilized and bandwidth starvation arise which leads to congestion. In order to reduce the congestion on the network, an effective congestion control algorithms is required. To reduce the congestion, fix the threshold value to reduce the numbers of handoff triggered to the same channel.

But reducing the number of handoffs to the same channel by fixing the threshold value may not suitable when there is more number of handoff requests. Number Mobile Node (MN) users are increasing each and every minute rapidly. Hence, all the users must be provided with best quality communication without call drop. When the MN users are increased automatically more number of handoff requests might be triggered. Even though, some of the handoff requests are unnecessary but most of the request should be handed off to the next available channel. But preventing the handoff to the same channel might reduce the congestion but leads to call drop. Therefore, this paper concentrates to monitor the congested network and distributes the load to the nearby channel based the traffic requirement and available bandwidth to make that channel as a congestion free in order to maintain the channel as below threshold level. So that the more number of handoff request can be successfully handled to avoid call drop, at the same time QoS is maintained and resources are utilized in a better way to reduce ping-pong effect.

IV. Tslbvho algorithm

Traffic Sensitive based Load Balanced Vertical Handoff Decision Algorithm (TSLBVHO):

Whenever handoff is required, first of all link layer is triggered by a mobile node. All the information such as RSS, velocity of mobile nodes and battery power is exchanged between link layer and Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF). MIHF is a protocol stack which is present in access point, base station as well as MNs. In order to exchange information between different networks such as traffic load, handoff call dropping rate, network capacity and so on, MIHF acts as a medium of communication [2]. In this proposed work, handoff decision is made based on several factors such as, speed of the mobile node, direction, traffic type and its quality requirement, available bandwidth and network congestion. If the network is monitored as congested immediately the load has been distributed to the nearby channel based on the available bandwidth. Thus the algorithm has three phases like Handoff Decision Making Module, Congestion Indicator Module and Load Distribution Module. First two phases were given in [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Jitter</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversational</td>
<td>Need not be Low</td>
<td>Should be Low</td>
<td>Should be Low</td>
<td>Need not be high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Need not be Low</td>
<td>Should be Low or medium</td>
<td>Should be Low</td>
<td>Should be high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>Should be Low</td>
<td>Should be Low or medium</td>
<td>Need not be Low</td>
<td>Should be high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>Should be Low</td>
<td>Need not be Low</td>
<td>Need not be Low</td>
<td>Should be medium at least</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i) Handoff Decision Making Module:

Handoff Decision can be made by considering the Received Signal Strength (RSS), speed of the mobile node, direction, QoS requirement of the traffic, etc.
**Assumptions [20]:**

i. Received Signal Strength (RSS) is given by

\[ 10 \log_{10} r = 10 \log_{10} PTX + 10 \log_{10} C - 10 \log_{10} (d/\bar{d})^\beta + \eta \]  

(1)

where C, \( \bar{d} \), \( \beta \), and \( \eta \), respectively, denote a constant value depending on the antenna characteristics and the average channel attention, a reference distance for the antenna far-field, the path loss exponent, and a variation depending on the channel fading[6].

The received signals from the base stations are affected by two major factors [27]: path loss and shadow fading.

\[ L_{\text{dB}} = PL + 10n \log_{10} d + S \]  

(2)

where PL is the constant power loss, \( n \) is the path loss exponent with values between 2 to 4, \( d \) represents the distance between the MT and WLAN’s AP and \( S \), represents shadow fading which is modeled as Gaussian with mean \( \mu = 0 \) and standard deviation \( \sigma \) with values between 6 and 12 dB depending on the environment.

Path loss [21] indicates the decline in the power of the wave during transmission from the sender to the receiver. In general, the path loss depends on the properties of the environment, the topography of the earth and the propagation medium, and the distance between the sender, the receiver, and the height of the BS/AP. The propagation or path loss from the sender antenna to the receiver antenna is computed using the equation: 

\[ PL = 10 \log \left( \frac{Pt}{Pr} \right) \]

Where PL is the path loss in decibels (db), Pt is the transmitted power in watts, and Pr is the received power in watts.

By removing the logarithm of both sides in Equation (1), it is possible to obtain the RSS in milliwatt as follows.

\[ r = n \alpha d^{-\beta} \]  

(2) where we define \( \alpha \) and \( n \) as \( PTX \bar{d}^\beta \) and \( 10\eta/10 \), respectively.

For RSSI signal between -50db and -100db, quality ~= 2* (db + 100) RSSI ~= (percentage / 2) - 10 For example: High quality: 90% ~= -55db, Medium quality: 50% ~= -75db, Low quality: 30% ~= -85db, Unusable quality: 8% ~= -96db

ii. Time to Drop (TD) can be determined by considering mobile node speed, direction using,

\[ TD = \frac{Dx}{Sx} \]  

(3)

Where Dx is the distance to be covered for the call to drop from the network currently being used and Sx is the speed in which the user is travelling. X1, Y1 and X2, Y2 are the co-ordinates occupied by the mobile node and the antenna respectively.

iii. Network Congestion (NetCon) is calculated by the network

iv. Network Congestion Threshold (NetConTh) is calculated based on required bandwidth of current types of traffic (voice, streaming, interactive etc)

**Handover rate (Pn) [28]:** reducing the number of handovers is usually preferred as frequent handovers would cause wastage of network resources. Pn can be calculated as shown below.

\[ P_n = \frac{\text{Number of Handoff Requests}}{\text{Total Number of Users}} \]  

(4)

**Handover failure rate (Pf) [28]:** a handover failure occurs when the handover is initiated but the target network does not have sufficient resources to complete it, or when the mobile terminal moves out of the coverage of the target network before the process is analyzed. Pf can be calculated as shown in equation.

\[ P_f = \frac{\text{Number of Unsuccessful Handoff Requests}}{\text{Total Number of Handoff Requests}} \]  

(5)

**ii) Congestion Indicator Module (CIM) [20]:**

In TSCBVHO algorithm [20], when the network congestion is beyond the threshold value, the ongoing call is maintained in the same network itself. But if the handoff request triggered because of QoS requirement, forcing handoff request call on the same network might degrade the QoS. Hence, if there is a possibility to distribute the load of the target network to the neighbouring channel. Now the CIM signals the Load Monitoring Module (LMM).
iii) **Load Monitoring Module and Load Balancing Module:**

Load Monitoring Module (LMM), scans the neighbouring channel continuously and calculates the unused bandwidth (BW) of the channel. LMM stores those channel details in the database for the future use and waits for a while to check, is there any load balancing request from the CIM. If yes, it triggers the Load Balancing Module (LBM).

LBM receives required bandwidth information about the congested channel from CIM. Distribute the traffic from the congested channel to the nearby channel based on the availability of the bandwidth. For example, some type of traffic may require only minimum bandwidth like conversational and some may need high bandwidth like interactive. If the network is having more conversational traffic it can be distributed to the nearby channel, which can accommodate minimum bandwidth traffic. By distributing some conversational traffic, the current network might have cumulated bandwidth, which is sufficient for interactive. Likewise, network should be monitored and light weight traffic can be offloaded in order to avail the high bandwidth for the handoff calls. If the available bandwidth is sufficient after load distribution then the handoff call is assigned to the channel. Otherwise it will be blocked.

**TSLBVHO Algorithm:**

**Load Monitoring Module:**

- Step 1: Start LMM
- Step 2: Scan the neighbouring channel
- Step 3: Calculate the unused bandwidth
- Step 4: Store those channel detail in a database
- Step 5: Wait for while to check, is there load balancing request from CIM?
- Step 6: If yes, call the LBM else continue step 2.

**Load Balancing Module:**

- Step 7: Receives required bandwidth detail from CIM
- Step 8: Distribute the traffic to the nearby channel based on the available bandwidth
- Step 9: Make the congested channel free from congestion
- Step 10: Calculate the currently available bandwidth of the channel
- Step 11: If BW is sufficient, handoff call is assigned else drop the call.

**TSLBVHO Flow Chart:**

![Flowchart for TSLBVHO with LMM and LBM](image-url)
V. Performance analysis

TSLBVHO algorithm is proposed to reduce handoff failure rate and better utilization of resources during handoff. Before that, the handoff decision making module decides whether the handoff is necessary by considering RSS, speed, direction, path loss factor of the mobile node and the QoS requirement of the traffic. Once it is decided that the handoff is needed then the congestion indicator module (CIM) monitors the best network channel to execute the handoff request and selects the channel which best suits for the current QoS requirement of the traffic using MCDM and ACO. It also indicates about the congested channel by applying network congestion threshold, in which the handoff should not be done. Once the CIM signals about the congested channel, LBM is triggered to offload the congested traffic to the nearby channel with the support of LMM. LMM scans the channel and stores those channels’s unused bandwidth information in the database. LBM uses the information stored in the database and offloads the traffic to the best suited network channel. Hence, the number of QoS required handoff is executed successfully.
Fig. 2 depicts the comparison of TSVHOA, TSCBVHO and TSLBVHO with respect to number of QoS handoff triggered and successfully executed. All the three algorithms execute the handoff with 46%, 77% and 91% respectively. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of TSVHOA, TSCBVHO and TSLBVHO with respect to Unnecessary Handoff Reduction with 20%, 50% and 86% respectively. Fig. 4 shows the resources utilization by comparing the TSCBVHO algorithm and TSLBVHO algorithm. TSLBVHO shows the better utilization the resources than the TSCBVHO algorithm.

VI. Conclusion

The proposed algorithm effectively executes the handoff request by applying load balancing technique. Handoff rate is 78% and handoff failure rate is 22%. Almost 91% of handoff is successfully done over the best channel with sufficient bandwidth. Hence 86% of unnecessary handoff or frequent handoff request is reduced. Network channel bandwidth is utilized efficiently because of the load balancing technique.
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